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KEY MESSAGES

South Africa, with a small-to-medium sized open economy, must rely on

supportive global conditions if it is to continue favouring domestic growth,

we argue. Growth looks likely to climb an above consensus 5.4% in 2021.

Policy reforms that address most but not all of the key bottlenecks for

GDP growth are gradually being ground out, institutionally and politically.

For reforms to succeed, the right intentions and no effort spared

implementing them are pre-requisites, but winning broad political support

is all-important. The state’s “Operation Vulindlela” is key in this respect.

Economic reforms are backed and driven by the Presidency. But within

the ruling party, ideological opposition and foot-dragging show that

support for them is not uniform.

Our latest comprehensive policy tracker examines the paths to structural

economic reform, which are crucial to improving an economy facing

rapidly deteriorating social conditions.
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MARKET VIEW
Our optimistic view on global growth means that we expect strong terms of

trade and healthy trade surpluses to continue to prop up the ZAR. We

continue to see value emerging on the currency side, remaining long

commodity exporters in EM. The ZAR remains our top pick in CEEMEA,

along with RUB (EM FX: Positioning for commodity exporter

outperformance, dated 22 June).

While there remain risks on the fiscal side, a stronger revenue performance

and what looks to be a still relatively disciplined spending regime should

remain supportive for local bonds. We continue to favour asset swap

spreads (South Africa: Net trade puts a shine to 2021 GDP growth, dated 26

April). We remain overweight on local and hard currency bonds and the ZAR

(Rebalancing our model portfolio, dated 2 September).

We also see value in being paid front end rates on our view that a faster

closing of the output gap is likely to see the SARB gradually raise rates from

November and throughout 2022 (South Africa: Pay front end ahead of SARB

meeting, dated 8 September).

This is a ‘click and go’ document – click here on 

each page to return to the main menu or to navigate

* ‘Vulindlela’ means ‘to open the way’ in isiXhosa and isiZulu. The

appropriateness of this name will become obvious in this report.
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Ideological rigidities: State-led growth interventions
The long-standing economic policy orientation of South Africa’s ruling African

National Congress (ANC) is a version of state control of the “commanding heights” or

strategic industries in the economy, we argue. The many competing interests of

economic policy therefore remain complex, as we discussed in South Africa 2021

Policy Tracker: Finely balanced, dated 13 November 2020.

Sectors of desired state control: These include power/electricity, rail networks, ports,

telecommunications, security and mining. The Department of Trade, Industry and

Competition (DTIC), formed from the merger of the Department of Trade and Industry

and the Department of Economic Development in 2019, continues to exercise

significant, and often negative, in our view, regulatory control over all strategic sectors

of the economy. These are underpinned by its key strategic goals − see graphic.

The inherent disadvantages of a state-led, rigidly regulated economy alongside

deteriorating state capacity have begun to hit home in the past decade. The most

obvious example has been unstable and unreliable power supply due to an effective

monopoly on generation by state-owned power company, Eskom, which is burdened

with challenging debt dynamics that still needs to be addressed.

Reluctant acceptance: Thus, somewhat unwillingly, the ANC as a party and in

government has had little choice but to begin relaxing the state’s hold over certain

strategic industries − and diverging from the DTIC’s ‘statist’, in our view, emphasis. In

power supply, the 2019 Integrated Resource Plan provides for increasing privatisation

of the energy market. Elsewhere, in rail and aviation, the involvement of the private

sector has recently been mooted.

Internally, there remains little agreement on economic and industrial policy:

President Ramaphosa and a significant group of the ANC’s policymakers are

committed to both fiscal consolidation and creating the conditions for increased private

sector involvement. However, there are many parts of government that remain

distrustful of business and are unwilling to relinquish control of markets and industries.

It’s not just about ideology: Although this is partly an ideological issue, there are

other incentives underpinning the commitment to state-led growth in the ANC, we

argue. The economic interests of those whose upward movement into the elite has

come through business from the state are embedded in factional networks in the ANC.

In addition, the ANC’s use of state resources for patronage and campaigning purposes

has been partly enabled by this state-led growth path.

A structural economic implementation unit dubbed “Operation Vulindlela” that is

housed within the Treasury, but focuses on backing policy implementation through the

Presidency, offers a possible way of side-stepping some of the stale economic

orthodoxies and interests of senior policymakers and party members, we believe.

IDEOLOGICAL RIGIDITIES

Nic Borain , Politics Analyst, South Africa | Jeffrey Schultz, Senior Economist, South Africa | BNP Paribas South Africa Branch

Facilitate the transformation of the economy to promote

industrial development, investment, competitiveness and

employment creation.

SG1

Build mutually beneficial regional and global relations to

advance South Africa’s trade, industrial policy and

economic development objectives.

SG2

Facilitate broad-based economic participation through

targeted interventions to achieve more inclusive growth.
SG3

Create a fair regulatory environment that enables

investment, trade and enterprise development in an

equitable and socially responsible manner.

SG4

Sources: Department of Trade, Industry and Competition 2019/20 Annual Report, BNP Paribas South Africa

DTIC’s Key Strategic Goals and ‘statist’ emphasis

The 6 August cabinet reshuffle: President Ramaphosa obviously had many

objectives (not least bringing the police and intelligences services to heel) as

well as putting loyalist technocratic ministers in all of the departments central to

‘Operation Vulindlela’ and the Economic Reconstruction and Recovery Plan

(ERRP). Vulindlela and the ERRP are now the technical, political, strategic and

practical framework for the implementation of the long-awaited economic reform

programme – see here. These are not universally supported by his party. Nor

are they ‘perfect’ in the sense they push reform and the involvement of the

private sector but only at a pace that will not cause undue strain within the ANC

and the broad alliance of ideological and interest groups.

https://markets360.bnpparibas.com/evo/contentp/rLHWggl
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Counting the cost of Covid-19
South Africa’s growth recovery in a Covid world remains 2-speed in nature: Many

large supply-side (commodity sensitive) and demand-led sectors (employment and

income sensitive) in mining, manufacturing, freight volumes and wholesale/retail

already enjoy activity levels in line or even above those seen pre-Covid. However, the

recovery in a number of sectors has stalled well below pre-pandemic levels.

Company liquidations look to be normalising: But they continue to come off highly

elevated levels historically, with liquidations of small, medium and microenterprises

having experienced a collective 26% jump at their peaks in late 2020.

Labour market scarring: Add in the fact that South Africa’s labour market has only

been able to recoup just over a third of the 2.2 million jobs lost last year, and it is clear

that the damage from the Covid-19 pandemic will take a long time to heal – see

Structural growth problems simmering. Indeed we estimate real GDP will only return

(sustainably) to pre-pandemic levels in Q4 2022.

Vaccine roll-out crucial to recovery: As the example of developed markets

highlights, key to sustaining recovery momentum is progress with vaccine roll-outs. SA

remains one of the worst performers in this regard, burdened by being slow to develop

a vaccine strategy and supply bottlenecks. To date, it has only fully vaccinated around

11.0% of its 60 million population (17% of adults), although we are encouraged by the

strong momentum which has developed, with the state in conjunction with the private

sector targeting 400k daily vaccinations by end-September. At the current run-rate of

200-250k/day though, SA could still miss the 60% vaccination target of its population

(at least one dose) by end 2021 and roughly 90% by mid-2022 at the earliest.

Company liquidations may be normalising, but the damage is clear

Vaccine momentum is picking up, but still well behind that of its peers

Some sectors are still grappling with activity below pre-pandemic levels*

*compared with 2019 averages

Sources: Stats SA, BNP Paribas South Africa

Sources: Stats SA, BNP Paribas South Africa

Sources: OurWorldInData, BNP Paribas EM research calculations

ECONOMIC CONTEXT IN A COVID WORLD

Jeffrey Schultz, Senior Economist, South Africa | BNP Paribas South Africa Branch
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Structural growth problems simmering
Energy supply problems: As we flagged in our last policy tracker, a widening energy supply

gap alongside increasingly unstable power plants mean that Eskom will continue to struggle to

maintain stable energy supply. Energy availability continues to fall due to more persistent

spikes in unplanned outages. This has already seen Eskom implement 1284GWh of

‘loadshedding’ in H1 2021 (>71% of 2020’s full-year record). With plant age and instability

necessitating increased maintenance, problems with new generation units (e.g. recent severe

damage experienced at the Medupi power plant shaving 800MWh off already constrained

supply) and planned emergency energy supply procurement hitting legal and administrative

hurdles, supply pressures will only dissipate in 2023 at the earliest, we think.

Depreciating capital stock: Partly related to the lack of stable power supply, alongside

economic policy ‘grey areas’ that have been slow to resolve, is the country’s inability to attract

and promote new investment. Gross domestic fixed investment slid to multi-decade lows of

12.5% of GDP in Q2 (less than half of the national development plan’s 30% target), while

annualised contributions of capital stock to GDP performance (adding to an acutely poor total

factor productivity performance the past decade) are at their weakest since the mid-1980s.

Structural labour market issues hurting more: SA’s structurally weak labour market is not a

new phenomenon. Covid-19 has, however, dealt a deadly blow to the country’s already weak

labour absorption rates (>11% lower than pre-pandemic rates in Q2), with the unemployment

rate hitting another record high of 34.4% in Q2. Poor education, a lack of adequate skills and

additional job losses owing to the recent riots are likely to impair the pace of recovery - see

Social spending pressures.

South Africa’s labour absorption problems have become more acute 

Eskom energy availability factor is still trending down as breakdowns rise

Capital stock’s faltering contribution to GDP was dealt another big blow in 2020

Sources: Stats SA, SARB, BNP Paribas South Africa calculations

*Estimates based on BNPP Cobb Douglas production function model of capital stock, labour

and total factor productivity

Sources: Stats SA, BNP Paribas South Africa

*Labour absorption rate = proportion of the working age population aged 15-65 years that is employed

ECONOMIC CONTEXT IN A COVID WORLD

Jeffrey Schultz, Senior Economist, South Africa | BNP Paribas South Africa Branch

Sources: Eskom, BNP Paribas South Africa
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Recent riots − picking up the pieces

Sources: Bureau for Economic Research, BNP Paribas South Africa

Q3 GDP likely to slip at least 3.0% q/q saar in Q3 on the back of recent violent protests (Better) expectations meet South Africa’s (worse) economic reality

Medium-term impact on business confidence could be the most damaging

*numbers now incorporate Stats SA’s new benchmarked (rebased and reweighted) GDP series

Sources: Stats SA, BNP Paribas South Africa estimates

Sources: Bureau for Economic Research, BNP Paribas South Africa

*Low-income earners defined as those respondents earning <ZAR 2500/month

ECONOMIC CONTEXT IN A COVID WORLD

Recent violent protests highlight a complex set of political economy issues, but are

unlikely to signal the beginning of a more systemic period of broad social unrest in

the economy, we think (South Africa: Picking up the pieces, dated 21 July).

Q3 GDP hit but larger impact on confidence: Damage to economic

infrastructure, supply chains and (particularly) poor household livelihoods means

that we estimate a minimum 3.0% q/q saar contraction in Q3 GDP. While we

expect the bounce back to be sharper from Q4 on inventory and fixed investment

rebuilding, the medium-term dent to confidence will likely prove longer lasting.

Even with recent improvements, 72% of manufacturers still viewed the political

climate as a constraint to investment in Q2, down from 85% in Q3 2020.

Expectations vs reality: Ensuring low-income consumers’ (rising) expectations

for the economy and their own financial situation begin to meet some form of

(improving) economic reality remains crucial, in our view. The trick in the interim,

however, will be how this is balanced against louder calls for more populist

spending measures alongside a speedier economic reform programme that can

ensure job creation and ultimately less social dependence on the state.

Jeffrey Schultz, Senior Economist, South Africa | BNP Paribas South Africa Branch
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External tailwinds remain supportive

Sources: SARB, BNP Paribas South Africa estimates

SA’s key precious and industrial metals are generating record export receipts…

…helped by a robust global growth recovery, led by the United States
Relentless terms of trade gains tee up largest CA surplus since the late 1980s

Sources: SARS, Global Insight, BNP Paribas South Africa calculations

Sources: SARS, Global Insight, BNP Paribas South Africa calculations

ECONOMIC CONTEXT IN A COVID WORLD

Aside from lingering activity concerns related to higher Covid infections as more

dominant variants of the virus (Delta) spread, a sustained recovery in most parts of

the world remains our base case. Alongside an explicit commitment to keeping

monetary and fiscal accommodation taps open for longer in developing nations, this

has proved the biggest ‘shot in the arm’ for SA’s economic recovery and (short-term)

fiscal plans – Global Outlook Q4 2021: A marathon, not a sprint, dated 7 September,

EM Q4 2021 Outlook: Flippers and Floppers, dated 8 September.

Record terms of trade boosting net trade: Record price gains in industrial and

precious metals have pushed terms of trade to new records. The strength of the

global recovery has prompted strong demand from SA’s key trading partners.

Importantly, though, these gains have not only been concentrated through demand

from China and Europe (SA’s largest trading partners), but also in the US whose

positive ‘delta’ in SA imports has been remarkable. With China credit impulse

slowing, this is an important ‘diversification’ which we maintain will be a key driver of

our recently upgraded (partly helped by Stats SA re-benchmarking of GDP) and still

above consensus 5.4% GDP forecast for 2021.

2021 C/A surplus now likely to be the largest since the late 1980s: Still weak

import growth coupled with the above terms of trade boon has been particularly

beneficial to the country’s balance of payments. With annualised trade surpluses in

double digits (as % of GDP), we now see the current account surplus averaging 3.8%

in 2021, up from our prior 2.3% estimate and the largest surplus since the late 1980s.

Jeffrey Schultz, Senior Economist, South Africa | BNP Paribas South Africa Branch
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Fiscal: The biggest risk and (narrow) opportunity for the state

Sources: National Treasury, BNP Paribas South Africa calculations

Nominal GDP already well above pre-Covid levels* in Q1 2021

Commodity boon to revenues: A strong positive multiplier from higher commodity

prices and nominal GDP (already well above pre-Covid levels) was seen in the Q1

(Apr-Jun) fiscal year revenue performance. Both corporate income tax (CIT) and

VAT receipts have already surpassed pre-pandemic levels in 3-month annualised

terms. The boost to CIT was particularly impressive, up more than 180% on last

year’s performance and more than a third higher than the same period in 2019.

Personal income tax is still lagging given the poor labour market, though this also

has now clawed back last year’s losses.

Narrow window to double down on fiscal consolidation plans: The jury is still

out on the longevity of the current supportive commodity price environment,

however. This remains the key driver of the better fiscal performance we expect this

year – see South Africa: A fiscal upside scenario, dated 29 June. Mining’s direct and

indirect contribution to SA’s tax revenue performance is around 30% (adding its

multipliers into manufacturing, agriculture and construction and payroll - based on

minerals council estimates), highlighting the narrow, concentrated nature of the

improved revenue performance year-to-date.

We believe that the Treasury remains cognisant of this risk and the threats around

long-term debt sustainability. Indeed it has built up cash buffers of 6% of GDP in

response to this threat. The recently bulked-up state support package (+0.6% of

GDP), including the special relief grant extension to the end of FY21/22 (ending

March 2022), however, points to a state forced to make some concessions rather

than dogmatically sticking to its spending plans outlined in February’s budget. Corporate tax receipts and VAT are clear beneficiaries of the commodity upcycle

FISCAL BALANCING ACT

Sources: National Treasury, BNP Paribas South Africa

Jeffrey Schultz, Senior Economist, South Africa | BNP Paribas South Africa Branch

Revenue collections in corporate and VAT receipts are already above pre-Covid levels

*comparing Q2 2021 GDP with Stats SA’s new 2019 (average) nominal GDP levels 

Sources: Stats SA, BNP Paribas South Africa
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Debt sustainability: No easy trade-offs
Competing interests of social dependence, debt service and public compensation Debt ratios lower, but will struggle to stabilise without higher growth and employment

FISCAL BALANCING ACT

Sources: BNP Paribas South Africa calculations

South Africa’s Intertemporal solvency matrix for long-term debt stability

Sources: National Treasury, BNP Paribas South Africa calculations and estimates

*Employee compensation assumes FY21/22 cash gratuity is paid in outer years of budget framework

** Social protection includes SRD grant extension to end March 2022 and does not include a BIG/SRD 

extension in outer years of budget framework

Jeffrey Schultz, Senior Economist, South Africa | Nic Borain, Politics Analyst, South Africa | BNP Paribas South Africa Branch 

Sources: National Treasury, BNP Paribas South Africa estimates

*Using Stats SA’s new reweighted and rebased GDP series and upgraded 2021 growth estimates
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*dotted lines denote BNPP estimates, now using Stats SA’s new reweighted and rebased GDP 

series and upgraded 2021 growth estimates

Elevated levels of state dependency alongside other strong competing spending interests continue to point to 

higher growth and employment as the ‘only way out’ – for more see: Social spending pressures slide
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Public sector compensation question marks

Sources: National Treasury, BNP Paribas South Africa calculations

*Cash gratuities are not included in the pay progression baseline wage increase calculations

Forcing the original FY20/21 wage agreement would derail consolidation plans

Holding the line on public wages remains critical: One of the cornerstones of the

Treasury’s (NT) fiscal consolidation efforts is ensuring the attrition of the public sector wage

bill – South Africa: Cutting the public-sector wage bill, dated 15 March. Public sector wages

make up 40% of non-interest spending and in 2020 consumed 52% of state revenues.

February’s 2021 budget reaffirmed the commitment to apply an effective “freeze” in wages

over the next 3 years (limited to pay progression of 1.0-1.5%) following its (for now) success

at freezing the final year (FY20/21) of the prior 3-year agreement.

Unions reluctant to enter into another multi-year agreement: As expected, the

department of public service and administration managed to secure only a 1-year agreement

with a majority of public sector unions at the bargaining chamber on 9 July. The offer is

structured around monthly non-pensionable “cash gratuities” ranging from ZAR1220 (lowest

paid) – ZAR1695 (highest paid) on top of already budgeted pay progression. The FY21/22

deal equates to an above CPI (average 4.8%) increase and means that the Treasury will

have to find ZAR20bn (0.3pp of GDP) in the existing fiscal framework, with cuts to other

budgets in order to fund this right now.

Details matter though: Crucially, there is a clause in the latest agreement stating that if a

new wage deal for FY22/23 cannot be secured by the end of the current fiscal year

(31 March 2022), the cash gratuity will continue to be paid. Unions’ reluctant acceptance of

the FY21/22 agreement and indication that they view it as an “interim” agreement” mean that

the state’s next round of wage negotiations (starting in September) will be even tougher, we

think. We believe that it will be very difficult to pare back the cash gratuity component in

outer years of the budget framework. Given the current clause in place, we believe there is a

good chance that this will become a more permanent feature of the state’s compensation

make-up to FY23/24. While the cash gratuity does not form part of the wage base that pay

progression works off, even if one had to include it in the compensation base it would only

equate to an average annual wage increase of 3.9% over the medium term versus the NT’s

initial 1.2% assumption and our forecast for average annual CPI of 4.4% − i.e. still a small

real fall in compensation growth.

ConCourt judgement on FY20/21 wage freeze: A critically important risk to state

compensation budgets will be the Constitutional Court’s judgement on the union appeal of

the December 2020 labour appeal court ruling in favour of the state freezing wages in

FY20/21. The ConCourt hearing on 24 August has concluded, with judgement reserved. In

the (unlikely, in our view) event of a decision that forces the state to uphold the original

agreement, the NT would have to ‘back pay’ ZAR37bn (0.6pp of GDP) in wages. Applying

the ZAR37bn bump this would have to FY21/22 expenditures, we estimate this would

increase the compensation base by a cumulative ZAR112bn (1.8pp of GDP) over the next 3

years compared with the February budget estimate. Add to this the ZAR20bn in cash

gratuities agreed (even though not strictly included in the base) and this could derail more

than 50% of the real non-interest spending cuts planned over the medium term, we estimate.

Public compensation scenarios

FISCAL BALANCING ACT

Sources: National Treasury BNP Paribas South Africa calculations

Jeffrey Schultz, Senior Economist, South Africa | Nic Borain, Politics Analyst, South Africa | BNP Paribas South Africa Branch 
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“Operation Vulindlela*”: A push towards centralisation

SHIFTING POLICY TOWARDS GROWTH

Nic Borain, Politics Analyst, South Africa | Jeffrey Schultz, Senior Economist, South Africa | BNP Paribas South Africa Branch

What is “Operation Vulindlela”? This is a technical team, located between

the Presidency and the National Treasury, tasked with implementing a shortlist

of network industry (electricity and ports, in particular) reforms included in the

President’s Economic Reconstruction and Recovery Plan (ERRP). Its political

head is the Deputy Minister of Finance (and potential Minister of Finance in the

longer term, in our view), Mr David Masondo. The office is staffed by highly

technically competent individuals, in our view, and is entirely separate from the

political sphere.

How does it function in practice? It links the Treasury and the Presidency to

key state departments, with regular briefings to the President on progress in

targeted reforms ahead of “reconciliation meetings” between President

Ramaphosa and the minister concerned: in our view, these meetings are a

means for President Ramaphosa to exert executive pressure on those

ministers who are non-compliant or slow to act on policy and regulatory reform

implementation.

What’s the rationale behind it? President Ramaphosa has staked the

economic future of the country and his own political future on achieving growth

through the implementation of the reforms included in the ERRP, we think.

However, implementation of the ERRP has proved slow and piecemeal due to

political intransigence or incompetence in key departments. In response,

Mr Ramaphosa can either continue to reshuffle the Cabinet and risk alienating

his allies or use a “centre of government” approach to force non-compliant

ministers into line through briefing and departmental interaction.

Centralising policy implementation: President Ramaphosa has proved

unwilling to spend his political capital on forcing compliance on intransigent

ministers, we believe. He now appears to be centralizing the policy-making and

implementation process where possible, to speed up the ERRP reforms. We

believe that this is clearly evident in the recent cabinet reshuffle which included

the placement of Mr Ramaphosa’s allies as ministers who deal with the so-

called ‘network industries’ such as water and sanitation, and communications.

Attempting to take politics out of policy: Ideological rigidity in senior

ministers in key government departments has meant that the restructuring of

state-owned entities (SOEs) and the ‘liberalization’ of key sectors have been

resisted or even undermined, in our view. Operation Vulindlela takes a degree

of the policymaking power out of the hands of political principals and puts it in

the hands of state technocrats, we argue.
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Sources: Presidency, National Treasury, BNP Paribas South Africa

*The name ‘Vulindlela’ derives from the isiZulu and IsiXhosa phrase meaning ‘to open the way’

For more information on Operation Vulindlela, see National Treasury’s Summary Booklet
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Power generation: Gradual liberalisation continues
Eskom and the Independent Transmission and System Market Operator (ITSMO): The

divisionalisation of Eskom (into its generation, distribution and transmission components) is the

flagship initiative for the state-owned power utility. Legal separation of each entity is targeted for

the end of 2021. The divisionalisation will allow performing components (chiefly transmission) to

raise cheaper debt and will be key to future initiatives to reduce Eskom’s debt burden. On the

latter, though, we deem it inevitable that the state will still eventually have to take on at least ZAR

150bn (2.5% of GDP) of Eskom’s challenging debt burden (current debt stock of ZAR 402bn).

In the long term, the creation of a fully independent transmission entity will be key to the partial

privatisation of the energy market through the expansion of procurement from independent power

producers (IPPs) and outlined in the country’s long-term energy plans (Integrated Resource Plan

2019). Getting political support for a fully independent ITSMO outside of Eskom Pty Ltd will likely

be difficult, however, given the department of public enterprise’s desire to keep the ITSMO a

‘separate’ entity, albeit still within Eskom – leaving its degree of independence questionable.

Regulatory shifts and some uncertainty: President Ramaphosa in June announced the raising

of the “self-generation” limit without the requirement of a licence from 1MW to 100MW (gazetted

on 12 August). This was double the 50MW limit requested by business and came as a welcome

surprise. The changed regulations were especially encouraging in that they also allow producers

to ‘wheel’ their supply through the Eskom owned grid and make ‘take-off’ agreements with

companies, municipalities and other customers – although poorly defined additional conditions

come with the ‘wheeling’ and ‘multiple customer’ aspects of the changes. This uncertainty could be

a large obstacle and lead to possible legal challenges from both potential investors and customers.

Even with a conservative reading of the gazette, energy experts suggest new energy supply could

come online within the next 2 years, with mining companies indicating 1.6GWh of power could be

brought online within its sector alone. More generous readings of the amendments suggest figures

of as much as 5GWh (>10% of current capacity) of pent-up projects across the economy.

Eskom is preparing its own “just energy transition”: With the Integrated Reform Plan (IRP)

2019 committed to decommission 11GWh of coal energy by 2030 (and nearly 50% of the current

48GWh capacity in the next 15 years), and with SA’s COP26 pledges to be made in November −

SA is the world’s 12th largest carbon emitter − Eskom has already begun to look more aggressively

into becoming a renewable energy player, proposing new investment of more than ZAR100bn

(1.7% of GDP) in solar, wind and battery storage technologies by the end of the decade. Its ability

to attract both new and existing concessional financing for future investment will rest on its ability

to stick to the commitments made in the IRP at a minimum, we believe. There are hurdles, though.

On 29 August government announced its decision, with regulator concurrence, to begin a process

of procuring 2500MWh of nuclear energy to be delivered in early 2030. In addition, energy and

minerals minister Mantashe has indicated strong support for the 60% black owned coal sector – a

notable success in the government’s BBBEE policy. Nuclear and stickiness towards maintaining a

coal based strategy may slow pro-renewables’ concessionary financing, in our view.

SHIFTING POLICY TOWARDS GROWTH

Nic Borain, Politics Analyst, South Africa | Jeffrey Schultz, Senior Economist, South Africa | BNP Paribas South Africa Branch
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Transnet: A focus on ports and rail

SHIFTING POLICY TOWARDS GROWTH

Nic Borain, Politics Analyst, South Africa | Jeffrey Schultz, Senior Economist, South Africa | BNP Paribas South Africa Branch

Addressing a highly uncompetitive ports system: South Africa’s four major ports (see top

chart) all scored extremely low in terms of container terminal competitiveness, being ranked in

the bottom 5 internationally, including below its Sub-Saharan Africa counterparts, according to

the World Bank. In the aftermath of port closures due to the recent unrest, a ransomware attack

on Transnet’s ports forced it to declare force majeure and extend delays on exports, also

highlighting the fragility of the current systems in place. Recent proposed upgrades to the major

Durban ports will attempt to address many of the weaknesses flagged by the World Bank,

according to state-owned logistics company Transnet. This is a major objective of Operation

Vulindlela and the ERRP.

Applying the Eskom model to ports: President Ramaphosa recently announced a move to

make the national ports authority (the owner and manager of SA’s port infrastructure) an

“independent subsidiary” within Transnet. Similar to the ITSMO strategy within Eskom, the aim of

this move seems to be the introduction of third party operators in the port services sector, a

responsibility currently dominated by another arm of Transnet. A national ports authority, which

owns infrastructure but contracts port operators on the basis of price and performance, seems to

be the goal. Third party port operators have long complained of barriers to entry and

protectionism within Transnet, which lacks the capacity to handle the volume of freight passing

through ports in an adequate timeline. Timelines remain unclear on the appointment of a

permanent board and the introduction of new third party operators in port services, though.

A freight “master plan”: Public Enterprises (DPE) Minister Pravin Gordhan announced on

16 August ZAR100bn (1.7% of GDP) of private investment projects alongside an unknown

percentage of public money for its terminal and freight masterplan. Following the reforms

described above, a request for information for potential bidders to construct facilities will be

issued. A bid evaluation would be concluded by June 2022 and the upgrades completed by June

2023, according to the DPE – an extremely ambitious timeline, in our opinion.

Moving from road to rail: The involvement of third party operators has also been targeted in

the Transnet Freight Rail division. Lack of rolling stock and delays on the major freight lines have

damaged export earnings in mineral sectors and driven freight onto roads over the long term.

According to the state’s latest gazetted national infrastructure plan 2050 (open for public

comment), currently 63% of freight (ton-kilometres) is moved by road (the number is closer to

90% if ring-fenced bulk export lines are removed), increasing costs to both exporters and the

road network. The state’s plan is to flip these ratios around over the long term. Already, smaller

branch lines have started to accommodate private operators. More importantly, and as part of

the ERRP, the six main freight lines will be opened to private freight. The DPE targets private

operators being operational by 2024. The administrative process to separate the rail

infrastructure and operations divisions is scheduled for completion in Q4 2022, we understand.

Cable theft, vandalism to remain a challenge: Cable theft costs the economy 0.1% of GDP

per annum, the South African Chamber of Commerce and Industry estimates. It is integrated into

organised crime networks and will take years to fix, in our view.

Sources: IHS Markit/World Bank Container Performance Index (2020),

BNP Paribas South Africa

*Ranking based on statistical throughput volumes, costings and revenues per 

ton of cargo handled, waiting, service and turnaround times.
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Water infrastructure and reticulation
Water is another priority reform area: The large dairy group Clover recently decided to close the country’s largest cheese factory in Lichetneburg (North West Province)

because of the municipality’s failure to secure water supplies and electricity that it required. Clover is moving to eThekwini where it already has a plant and has good

relations with the metropolitan municipality. A number of other companies have similar conflicts with municipalities. The projects identify revenue collection, asset

management, poor investment in water reticulation in most municipalities but unfortunately talk in generalities about how to fix the problems. (The degradation of much of

the infrastructure and finances of many smaller municipalities is a serious problem with knock-on effects on the economy and quality of life of South Africa’s people – we

plan to address this problem in future reports).

Operation Vulindlela and several other infrastructure plans from the government identify South Africa as a water scarce country, and there is agreement on the

establishment of a National Water Resources Infrastructure Agency (WRIA) which will incorporate existing authorities and separate these from the policy and regulatory

function of the Department of Water and Sanitation. As with the pattern of assumptions with Vulindlela, the document asserts/hopes the separation will allow the WRIA “to

mobilise finance for new projects through innovative models to crowd in private investment.” It also prioritises the issue of long-standing water use licence applications,

streamlining the licensing process, and lays out plans for proper pricing and control of water quality.

SHIFTING POLICY TOWARDS GROWTH

Nic Borain, Politics Analyst, South Africa | Jeffrey Schultz, Senior Economist, South Africa | BNP Paribas South Africa Branch

Visa regime and critical skills
Skills shortages as a serious bottleneck to growth: Operation Vulindlela and the ERRP plan to publish revised critical skills lists (a controversially narrow draft list has

been published by the DTIC but a final version is expected on 17 September), which will make it easier for people with such skills to enter and work in the country. There

is nothing new in this plan (though encouragingly now housed in the Vulindlela unit) that gives us confidence that this blockage will speedily be removed.

On the tourism front, battered as it is from Covid-19, the programme intends to make it easier for tourists to visit South Africa, helping the sector recover once the

pandemic ends. The Department of Home Affairs plans to implement an e-Visa system in 2021, following its pilot in 2020. Operation Vulindlela is working with the

Department of Home Affairs to expand visa waivers. This is one of the ‘low-hanging’ fruit reforms that we think will be a relatively easy win for the Ramaphosa

administration to help maintain a degree of reform momentum.

The digital economy and spectrum allocation
Failure to migrate from terrestrial to digital TV and auction allocated spectrum have long been seen as growth bottlenecks: Cheaper, faster internet that also

raises state revenues summarises why Vulindlela and the ERRP have prioritised this area. But it doesn’t explain the endless delays which have occurred due to weak

leadership and a bitter (ongoing) legal battle between the main mobile and TV companies trying to push various parts of the process in their favour, in our view.

Migration from terrestrial to digital TV: The new final date for switching off terrestrial (analogue) TV signals on the 700 and 800 Mhz frequencies is 31 March 2022.

Progress on the delivery of set-top boxes has been encouraging, as the Department of Communications and Digital Technologies focuses on a province-by-province

rollout (with the Free State being nearly complete). Low-income households will be provided with a set-top box or a voucher to subsidise its purchase to ensure they do

not lose access to digital broadcasts.

Spectrum allocation timing is somewhat dependent on digital TV migration, as some of the spectrum being auctioned is currently used for the broadcast of analogue TV.

The spectrum allocation is currently being stalled by court cases from both MTN and Telkom, in part due to the communications regulator (ICASA) attempting to auction

spectrum that network operators will not be able to use until the digital migration is complete. Spectrum licensing is interdicted until the result of a court case, due to be

heard this month, is decided, with ICASA and network operators recently failing to reach an out of court settlement. In the interim, the temporary spectrum allocation is

expected to be extended at least until the auction process is completed. The auction itself is projected to net revenue of roughly R8bn (0.2% of GDP), as well as

increasing data availability, affordability and speed. Timelines are unclear, although we expect a clear picture to emerge in H1 2022.
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Industrial policy: A shove towards localisation 
The rise of protectionist policies is building a risk in South Africa’s broader

policy and regulatory framework, in our view. An important example of this is

DTIC’s recently requested “indicative quotas” of 20% local procurement for all

industry (ex-petroleum) to be achieved over the short-to-medium term (our

reading is over the next 5 years).

At the moment, this is only a ‘request’ from the DTIC at the National Economic

Development and Labour Council (Nedlac) and is not yet government policy.

However, it suggests a push for increased regulation to try and protect and

promote local industry. As this is not a regulatory requirement and therefore there

are no direct threats yet to impose more draconian import duties should the

requested local content ratios not be met, we cannot fully rule it out over the

medium term, particularly if job creation and investment remain stagnant.

Without proper due diligence, a more dogmatic localisation policy could

prove damaging to longer-term investment, trade prospects and even prove

highly inflationary for the economy, with recent surveys of 125 companies

conducted by consultancy Intellidex revealing that the strict imposition of 20%

localisation quotas could push up domestic prices by as much as 20%. This is

likely to get stronger pushback from big business, however, given existing

capacity constraints – not to mention the fact that imports as a percentage of

GDP have actually fallen over the past decade (ironically thanks to a lack of the

very kind of investment the state is trying to attract) versus a stable export

performance.

SHIFTING POLICY TOWARDS GROWTH

Jeffrey Schultz, Senior Economist, South Africa | Nic Borain, Politics Analyst, South Africa | BNP Paribas South Africa Branch 

Protective tariffs: The DTIC has already implemented numerous protective tariffs

since Ebrahim Patel’s tenure as Trade & Industry Minister began, with a particular

focus on the metals (steel and aluminium) and poultry sectors, with the aim of

protecting local industry (although this has caused some supply shortages given

lack of local capacity).

Masterplans: The ‘logic’ of industrial policy in South Africa since 2018 has been the

signature of “Masterplans” with individual sectors (arising mostly through

negotiations with the largest companies per sector). Masterplans have been signed

in the automotive, forestry, poultry, textiles, sugar and metals sectors. Invariably

these masterplans include targets for both higher employment and greater local

content requirements through the “Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act”

(last updated in 2017 and likely due an update soon, we think). In the case of the

Clothing & Textiles Masterplan, 65% local content and 120k new jobs are targeted

by 2030. The state has shown that it is willing to use both incentives and potential

punishments to push sectors to achieve targets. The masterplans also place the

onus on companies to further economic transformation (black ownership) in the

respective sectors. In the automotive masterplan (of the most mature and

successful localisation and masterplan stories) through to the Automotive

Production and Development Programme (APDP), automobile manufacturers are

required to source 25% of components from black-owned suppliers by 2035. The

latest emergency energy procurement localisation criteria have in some instances

pushed up prices by as much as 30%, according to the Intellidex report.

Competition policy ‘levers’: The DTIC has also increased its involvement in

competition and merger policy by placing stronger requirements on various merger

and acquisition deals. Until now companies have, however, been keen to take

advantage of the DTIC’s favourable outlook on worker empowerment schemes

counting towards broad-based black economic empowerment. However, with a new

BBBEE white paper expected late this year for formal amendments in 2022, such

requirements have the potential to become even more stringent and potentially

hamstring the crowding in of already nervous private sector and foreign direct

investment, we think.

SA’s import share of GDP has fallen steadily in the last decade

Sources: Stats SA, BNP Paribas South Africa
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Considering land policy matters without a constitutional amendment
The Nasrec resolution: A key trap, in our view, laid by former President Jacob Zuma and his

allies at the 2017 ANC elective conference was the inclusion of a clause for expropriation without

compensation (EWC) to be “among the mechanisms available to government” in its land reform

efforts. This clause was forced into the resolutions through the threat of terminating the

conference, although Mr Ramaphosa’s allies have tempered the wording.

Ramaphosa and his allies do not believe a constitutional amendment is necessary to

provide for EWC, but they have spearheaded the parliamentary process to amend the

constitution. This has taken much of the political sting out of the issue, which was front of mind

during the build-up to the 2019 election. The Ad-hoc Committee on Amending Section 25 of the

Constitution has repeatedly stalled over the past 18 months, as the ANC has insufficient votes on

its own to pass its preferred version of the amendment, which explicitly states that compensation

may be nil, but retains all other legal procedures already existing (including recourse to courts).

The largest opposition party, the Democratic Alliance, has said it will oppose any amendment to

Section 25 of the Constitution, whereas the Economic Freedom Fighters has demanded a radical

amendment which removes recourse from the courts entirely and provides for the complete

nationalisation of all land via state custodianship. As we expected, the ANC has rejected this out

of hand.

The ANC will likely end up introducing the bill close to its existing form to parliament

(possibly in Q4 2021). With the ad-hoc committee having to conclude its heavily delayed work on

what the amendment bill should look like by mid-September, we think the ANC will still not have

enough votes (two-thirds majority) to pass an amendment. This should allow Ramaphosa to

deflect criticism at the December 2022 ANC conference, while calming fears and concerns around

property rights.

The Expropriation Bill being processed through Parliament slowly sets out the targets for

expropriation without compensation: unused state land, land owned for speculation, abandoned

land and land with significant government-funded improvements on it. This act is targeted at

narrowly defining the scope for EWC, even if the constitutional amendment is not passed. Several

limitations (food security and economic development) have been placed on the outcomes

expropriation must take into account.

Access to land: This remains an emotive issue politically and a potential flashpoint for opponents

of Ramaphosa to coalesce around. The government’s historical performance on land reform has

been poor, more so since the state shifted away from land acquisition for beneficiaries towards

leases to beneficiaries, often in too short a term for a viable agricultural operation to be

established. The funding of land reform remains minimal despite efforts to improve the

administration of land claims through the establishment of a Land Claims Court. The restitution

process that began in 1998 remains unfinished as processing claims remains slow and inefficient.

SHIFTING POLICY TOWARDS GROWTH

Nic Borain, Politics Analyst, South Africa | Jeffrey Schultz, Senior Economist, South Africa | BNP Paribas South Africa Branch
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Addressing municipal decay as local elections loom
Auditor general report: Though heavily lagged, the latest local government audit outcomes report for FY2019/20 and findings on Covid-19 municipal relief funding (released

in June) make for sober reading. According to the auditor general (AG) report, just 10.5% of the country’s 257 municipalities received a clean audit in FY19/20, with irregular

expenditure still on the rise and around a quarter of municipalities were considered by the department of Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs (COGTA) “high-risk

and dysfunctional” and going concern risks. In stark contrast, COGTA only now classifies 5.5% of all municipalities as “stable” – meaning they enjoy clean audits, financial

stability and fully funded budgets. As a result of these shocking outcomes, COGTA has been forced to place 29 municipalities (11% of total) under administration, formally

allowing the ministry to directly intervene in their day-to-day operations.

Budget cuts, rising bad debts and revenue reliance: The increasingly dire municipal finance situation has been flagged in previous versions of our policy tracker. In our

view, this paints a clear picture of a weakened and incapacitated state at municipal level – a critical segue to taxpayers/households via service delivery.

Adding to the challenge of turning local government finances around is the fact that municipalities, like most areas of the state, are facing budget cuts on heavily constrained

fiscal finances. The February 2021 budget outlined a 2.0% average real cut to municipal transfers, according to the Treasury and our estimates. Though not as large as the

cuts seen in national and provincial government departments (mainly because local government wages are treated as separate to the public sector wage bill that saw the

biggest spending cuts), this is meaningful, we think. Crucially this should be seen in conjunction with the AG’s findings that municipal debt deemed “not recoverable” has risen

to a staggering 63% (average) of outstanding municipal debtors’ books. Outside of state transfers, municipalities rely heavily on the sales of utilities (electricity and water) to

residents, many of whom are struggling to meet their financial obligations given deteriorating socio-economic conditions, a heavily depressed labour market and administered

prices continuing to rise well above inflation.

District-based development model, service delivery and local elections: COGTA is attempting to spearhead a “district-based development model” (DDM) approach to

address systemic weaknesses in local government. In short, this seeks to centralise planning, budgeting and implementation with national and provincial government goals.

This is to be done through the formulation of “district hubs” that would house critical and scarce skills (engineers, planners, ICT specialists, accountants etc.) that are sorely

lacking in the vast majority of municipal entities. Timings remain unclear on the implementation of the DDM. All the while service delivery levels are deteriorating with less than

2 months before the 1 November municipal elections, alongside an ANC that (initially) bungled the deadline to put forward candidates in key municipal strongholds. This has

tainted the party’s image in the electorate to some degree, in our view. While the situation remains fluid with regards legal challenges by opposition parties to try and prevent

the ANC from listing candidates under new IEC deadlines, a tail risk of an unfavourable legal outcome has the potential to deal a large blow to the Ramaphosa presidency

and could present a hurdle – albeit not an absolute barrier − to the economic reform agenda and Mr Ramaphosa’s ability to secure a second term of office, we caution.

SHIFTING POLICY TOWARDS GROWTH

Sources: National Treasury, BNP Paribas South Africa calculations

Budget transfers to local government are not expected to keep up with inflationNearly two-thirds of municipalities in SA are under financial distress

Sources: Auditor General FY19/20 municipal audit outcomes report, BNP Paribas South Africa
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Social spending pressures: The case for a basic income grant 

SHIFTING POLICY TOWARDS GROWTH

Jeffrey Schultz, Senior Economist, South Africa | Nic Borain, Politics Analyst, South Africa | BNP Paribas South Africa Branch 

Covid deals a deadly blow to already poor socio-economic conditions: High

levels of poverty and inequality unfortunately have long been a structural feature of

the post-apartheid economy. The Covid pandemic has, however, further exacerbated

these pressures, as evidenced by the latest National Income Dynamics (NIDS)

surveys which indicate that the levels of abject poverty and hunger are now at their

most acute in SA’s democratic history.

Louder calls for a basic income grant: Calls for a permanent basic income grant

(BIG) are not a new debate, but have naturally got louder since the onset of the

pandemic and, more recently, in violent protests in parts of the country. While there

are already extensive social grant systems in place (currently benefiting more than

18.5m recipients and absorbing more than a quarter of state revenue – see Debt

sustainability), higher levels of structural unemployment are creating a more state-

dependent society. Both former finance minister Mboweni and new finance minister

Godongwana have warned the situation is unsustainable, with Mr Godongwana

indicating that SA needs to “balance growth interventions, job creation, social grants”.

We don’t view the appointment of Mr Godongwana as a clear path to a BIG.

Labour market the biggest challenge: SA’s eye wateringly high (record)

unemployment rate of 34.4% in Q2 shows there is a race against time for more

meaningful job creation to ensure the above “balance” is achieved, however. A major

inhibitor to this is the education system which, according to the same NIDS study,

looks to have been set back even further with a massive spike to 750k school

dropouts since the onset of the pandemic compared with fewer than 250k dropouts in

2018. A push to extend schemes such as the presidential public employment stimulus

initiative is likely to garner more support by technocrats in government, we think.

BIG decisions: While we don’t rule out the imposition of a BIG in outer years of the

budget framework, depending on the findings of an “expert panel” commissioned by

the department of social development, the debate is likely to come back to

affordability, scope and already questionable long-term debt sustainability.

Paring back the current special relief of distress (SRD) grant of R350/month to

more than 10 million recipients (cost of ZAR 3.5bn/month) when it is scheduled to end

on 31 March 2022 will be challenging. Narrowing the scope of the current SRD to only

those actively seeking employment, not making it eligible for existing grant recipients,

could be one such compromise. This would still come at a cost of a non-negligible

ZAR25bn per annum (0.5% of GDP), but would fall well short of a broader BIG which

would apply at a minimum Stats SA’s latest R624/month national food poverty line at

a cost of between ZAR75 -150bn (1.3%-2.5% of GDP) per annum (depending on its

scope), something which looks unaffordable without large, unpopular tax hikes. Sources: NIDS-CRAM July 2021 survey (Wave 5), National Treasury, Stats SA, BNP Paribas South Africa

Education vs social grants vs employment vs : it’s a BIG deal!

Sources: NIDS-CRAM July 2021 survey (Wave 5), BNP Paribas South Africa
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SARB: Inflation target review
Treasury places inflation target range “under review”: Perhaps as one of his parting gifts

before his departure, former finance minister Tito Mboweni instructed the Treasury via its macro

review process to re-examine the South African Reserve Bank’s (SARB) mandated

3-6% inflation target range (not the inflation targeting framework, which we believe the Treasury

under the new leadership of finance minister, Enoch Godongwana, remains comfortable with).

The Treasury and SARB discussions are at an early stage, though the SARB has recently

confirmed that former central bankers, academics and economists from multilateral

institutions have been tasked to assist with this review. It is hoped that the first papers

released on this topic will be available for public consumption in March 2022.

A case for narrowing the range, but weighed against economic pressures: Given the

process is still in its infancy, we are careful not to get too ahead of ourselves regarding the

timing or magnitude of any potential changes to the range. However, SARB Governor Lesetja

Kganyago has been clear to communicate that, should there be a change in the range, the

idea will be to lower or narrow the range, not the reverse.

When inflation targeting was first introduced in February 2000, the target agreed by the

SARB and the Treasury was 3-6%, but quickly shifted to a narrower 3-5% range. However, in

2001 and in response to the Asian crisis, the original 3-6% range was reinstated and has

remained ever since. The SARB governor has indicated that this was a “big mistake”, which

has left SA enjoying one of the more “generous” target ranges compared with its peers,

indicating his own bias on the debate. Since 2015, the SARB has become more explicit in its

communication to emphasise that the 4.5% midpoint of its range is the “ultimate goal”. This

was owing to its concerns that the upper 6% limit was fast being seen as the goal.

Changes to the inflation target range are not done in a vacuum, however. The Treasury is the

government department that is formally responsible for setting the target range and

framework. This means that it is ultimately a cabinet decision where politics can play more of

a role than is normally the case in SA’s highly independent monetary policy process. Given

stark economic and socio-economic pressures in the system, the debate and research on

any potential change to the range are likely to centre strongly around so-called ‘sacrifice

ratios’: namely how much GDP growth it would cost to lower inflation further.

Benign nature of inflation set to help case: On the plus side, both inflation and inflation

expectations remain remarkably benign and well anchored at the midpoint. We maintain that

this is not only because of cyclical factors, but more important structural factors particularly

around lower growth in unit labour costs (see South Africa: GDP deflator reinforces core CPI

view, dated 18 March). Our inflation estimates reflect this, where we see CPI averaging

below the SARB’s 4.5% midpoint over the next 3 years. We believe that the SARB and the

technocrats in the Treasury would therefore favour narrowing the target sooner rather than

later in this environment while sacrifice ratios will be smaller than normal.

SHIFTING POLICY TOWARDS GROWTH

Jeffrey Schultz, Senior Economist, South Africa | BNP Paribas South Africa Branch

Green = CEEMEA, Pink = EM Asia, Blue = Latam

Sources: BIS, National central banks, BNP Paribas EM research – see EM central banks: 

Frameworks promote autonomy, dated 8 April 2021

South Africa’s historical inflation performance vs target

Sources: Stats SA, BNP Paribas South Africa

SA’s target range lies at the “generous” end of emerging markets
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Additional risks and ‘red herrings’
National health insurance: For the better part of a decade, the ANC has

promised the phased implementation of a National Health Insurance (NHI)

scheme. This was also one of the policy resolutions that passed with strong

support at the 2017 Nasrec leadership conference where Cyril Ramaphosa was

elected party president.

Parliament passed the NHI bill in 2019, with important implications for both public

and private sector health services and providers. There remains a great deal of

regulatory and policy uncertainty with regards to cost, funding (via potential

income tax surcharges, payroll taxes and shifting provincial equitable share

formulas for healthcare directly into the scheme etc.), implementation and capacity

constraints, with the state indicating that a fully operational NHI programme will be

phased in over a period of 14 years. Stark fiscal constraints and already many

other competing social protection interests alone lead us to believe that this time-

frame also remains wildly optimistic.

Nevertheless, we cannot ignore that the implementation of a NHI system remains

government and ANC policy. In its February 2021 national budget the Treasury

made very few meaningful references to the NHI, only mentioning that amid

budget cuts to state departments mooted, “the National Treasury, together with

the Department of Health, should ensure that adequate resources are made

available to expedite the implementation of NHI to ensure that the implementation

of the much needed universal access to healthcare services is achieved for the

benefit of the poor and vulnerable, especially during the Covid-19 pandemic.”

ADDITIONAL RISKS AND ‘RED HERRINGS’, 6M CALENDAR OF KEY EVENTS AND MACRO FORECASTS

Jeffrey Schultz, Senior Economist, South Africa | Nic Borain, Politics Analyst, South Africa | BNP Paribas South Africa Branch 

Social security, retirement reform and noise around asset prescription:

While we maintain that a formalised asset prescription policy is unlikely, we expect

certain elements in the ANC to continue to push this narrative.

A recent example of this is the Department of Social Development’s (DSD) recent

attempted release of a Green Paper entitled “Comprehensive Social security and

retirement reform (2021)”. This proposes a “National Social Security Fund” with

compulsory contributions for employers and employees of up to 12% of qualifying

earnings up to an unemployment insurance fund based ceiling. It proposes that

the state will subsidise contributions for those on low incomes (<ZAR22,320 p.a)

The green paper was met with fierce criticism from the Treasury (ultimately the

ministry that would be the custodian of such a policy) and the local pension fund

and asset management industry that was not fully consulted on its release or

content. This green paper has subsequently been withdrawn.

We always believed this attempt to be a ‘non-starter’, but it does magnify the

ongoing debate and disagreement on this matter within cabinet. We see it

undoubtedly as another attempt to force a form of asset prescription as a means

to help fund more populist spending agendas such as the aforementioned national

health insurance and a basic income grant – both of which featured prominently in

the DSD’s now retracted green paper.

Retirement fund collateralisation: Another risk to keep an eye on are proposals

(this time brought by the Democratic Alliance) to allow individuals to collateralize

part of their retirement savings. While this has also been met with pushback from

the Treasury, Former finance minister Mboweni alluded to a temporary window to

allow individuals to access a portion of their retirement savings to help pay off and

meet obligations given current poor socio-economic conditions.

Regulation 28 amendment to the pension fund act: The more likely (and far

less threatening) pending change to retirement fund legislation will likely be the

finalisation of the recent draft amendments made to Regulation 28 of the country’s

pension fund act. This specifically deals with investment limits for the local pension

fund industry. Draft proposals put forward by the Treasury in February seem

reasonable to us and are in line with the Treasury’s intention to provide a more

conducive environment to attract investment geared specifically at infrastructure:

the draft amendments include specifying maximum allowable limits for

infrastructure investment by asset class; the introduction of a 45% upper limit for

pension fund exposure to infrastructure assets; and increasing the infrastructure

investment limits for private equity investments. We expect this regulatory change

to be passed later this year or in H1 2022.
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Key events: 6-month calendar

ADDITIONAL RISKS AND RED HERRINGS, 6M CALENDAR OF KEY EVENTS AND MACRO FORECASTS

• Eskom legal 

separation of 

transmission 

business (end Dec)

• New legislation 

around the 

establishment of an 

ITSMO within Eskom 

to commence

• Ad-hoc committee on 

Section 25 

amendment to 

conclude work 

(mid-Sep)

• Zuma corruption trial 

begins (9 Sep)**

• Court hearing on 5G 

spectrum licencing 

disputes

• ANC suspended Sec 

Gen, Magashule

corruption trial 

(19 Oct)

• Municipal elections 

(1 Nov***)

• Companies Act and 

black empowerment 

draft amendments 

from DTIC released*

• COP 26 meetings 

and business/funding 

implications for Eskom

• Possible 

parliamentary vote 

on Sec.25 

amendment on EWC 

(delays possible)*

• Possible Reg.28 

changes to the 

pension funds act 

signed into law*

• President 

Ramaphosa’s state 

of the nation 

address (17 Feb*)

• Basic income grant 

panel to possibly 

release findings and 

recommendations
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Sources: Various government and quasi-government departments, BNP Paribas South Africa estimates

Jeffrey Schultz, Senior Economist, South Africa | Nic Borain, Politics Analyst, South Africa | BNP Paribas South Africa Branch 

*Numbers indicate timing to be uncertain/tentative and are BNPP estimates based on interactions, research and communication of various government sources.

**Further delays likely given the former President’s release on medical parole grounds.

***New municipal election date (1 Nov vs 27 Oct originally) to be formally promulgated on 20 September following voter registration weekend (18-19 September). This follows the 

Constitutional Court ruling on voter registration and candidate registration extensions.

SEPTEMBER

• SARB MPC rate 

decision (23 Sep)

• Newly re-floated SAA 

set to take to the skies* 

• FY22/23 public wage 

negotiations begin*

• Vaccine roll-out set to 

hit 400k/day*

OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY ‘22 FEBRUARY ‘22

• Medium-term budget 

policy statement 

(2/3 Nov)*

• SARB MPC rate 

decision (18 Nov)

• SA annual 

Investment 

conference 

(virtual/hybrid)*

• Possible ConCourt

ruling on FY20/21 

wage freeze appeal

• Treasury’s announced 

tax deferrals expire 

(end-Oct)

• SARB MPC rate 

decision (20 Jan*)

• FY22/23 national 

budget (23 Feb*)

• Potential political 

flashpoint (unions, 

populist factions in 

ANC) if tight fiscal 

consolidation target 

are maintained in 

FY22/23 budget
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South Africa: Key economic and financial forecasts

ADDITIONAL RISKS AND RED HERRINGS, H2 CALENDAR OF EVENTS AND MACRO FORECASTS

Jeffrey Schultz, Senior Economist, South Africa | BNP Paribas South Africa Branch
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Components of growth %

GDP 0.1 -6.4 5.4 1.8 1.9 0.4 0.8 -0.1 -0.6 0.5 -16.8 -5.8 -3.5 -2.6 19.3 3.6 1.3 1.5 0.8 2.4 2.4

Private consumption 1.1 -6.5 6.7 1.5 2.0 0.6 1.1 1.4 1.2 2.1 -19.5 -5.3 -3.4 -2.5 22.7 4.7 1.8 1.1 1.1 1.6 2.0

Fixed investment -2.4 -15.0 1.4 1.3 2.5 -3.3 -3.0 -1.3 -2.0 -6.3 -25.8 -17.7 -10.0 -10.4 16.1 2.6 -2.6 0.9 0.6 1.6 2.3

Exports -3.2 -11.9 14.3 5.1 3.4 0.7 -2.2 -4.7 -6.8 -2.0 -29.6 -9.8 -6.4 -4.7 43.0 12.1 6.8 7.0 4.2 4.6 4.4

Imports 0.5 -17.2 11.4 4.5 4.5 0.6 4.1 -1.2 -1.3 -4.5 -25.8 -24.5 -13.8 -3.7 18.6 20.7 10.2 4.5 5.1 4.6 4.1
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(1)

Q1 
(1)

Q2 
(1)

Q3 
(1)

Q4 
(1)

Inflation %

CPI 4.1 3.3 4.4 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.4 4.1 3.7 4.4 2.4 3.1 3.2 3.1 4.8 4.8 5.0 4.6 4.2 4.0 3.9

CPI (2) 4.0 3.1 5.1 3.8 4.4 4.5 4.5 4.1 4.0 4.1 2.2 3.0 3.1 3.2 4.9 4.9 5.1 4.4 4.2 3.9 3.8

Core CPI (2)
3.8 3.3 3.1 3.6 4.0 4.4 4.3 4.0 3.8 3.7 3.0 3.3 3.3 2.5 3.2 3.1 3.1 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.6
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(1)

Q4 
(1)

Q1 
(1)

Q2 
(1)

Q3 
(1)

Q4 
(1)

External trade

Trade balance (USD bn) 2.6 17.5 30.6 7.6 5.9 0.7 -0.2 0.6 1.5 2.9 1.5 6.6 6.5 7.6 10.4 7.1 5.6 2.5 2.1 1.6 1.5

Current account (USD bn) -10.1 6.7 15.5 -4.3 -6.6 -2.6 -2.8 -3.2 -1.4 1.0 -1.6 4.2 3.0 4.4 5.8 3.2 2.1 -0.8 -0.9 -1.4 -1.2

Current account (% of GDP) -2.6 2.0 3.8 -1.0 -1.5 -2.8 -2.8 -3.3 -1.5 1.7 -2.2 5.1 3.2 4.3 5.6 3.1 2.0 -0.8 -0.9 -1.3 -1.2

19 20 21 
(1)

22 
(1)

23
 (1)

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 
(1)

Q3 
(1)

Q4 
(1)

Q1 
(1)

Q2 
(1)

Q3 
(1)

Q4 
(1)

Financial variables

General govt. budget (% of GDP) 
(3)

-6.1 -9.9 -7.3 -5.8 -4.2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Primary budget (% of GDP) 
(3)

-2.5 -5.7 -2.8 -0.9 0.8 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

General govt. debt (% of GDP) 57.3 71.0 71.2 74.0 76.1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

19 20 21 
(1)

22 
(1)

23
 (1)

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 
(1)

Q4 
(1)

Q1 
(1)

Q2 
(1)

Q3 
(1)

Q4 
(1)

Interest rates and bonds (2)

Policy rate (%) 6.50 3.50 3.75 4.75 5.50 6.75 6.75 6.50 6.50 5.25 3.75 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.75 4.25 4.75 4.75 4.75

3-month rate (%) 6.80 3.64 4.00 5.05 5.80 7.15 7.10 6.90 6.80 5.61 3.90 3.35 3.64 3.65 3.70 3.70 4.00 4.50 5.05 5.05 5.05

10-year bond (%) 9.02 8.74 9.00 9.00 9.20 9.15 8.82 9.00 9.02 11.00 9.24 9.42 8.74 9.48 8.80 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00

FX rates (2)

USDZAR 14.75 14.70 14.25 15.00 15.25 14.50 14.09 14.80 14.75 17.84 17.35 16.75 14.70 14.78 14.28 14.30 14.25 14.50 14.75 14.75 15.00

Footnotes:  (1) forecast, (2) end period, (3) consolidated budget balance based on National Treasury financial year

Figures are year-on-year percentage changes unless otherwise indicated
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LEGAL NOTICE
This document or where relevant the document/communication to which this notice relates (all references in this notice to a document or communication shall be construed as referring to this document or such

document/communication related to this notice, as appropriate) has been written by our Strategist and Economist teams within the BNP Paribas group of companies (collectively “BNPP”); it does not purport to be an

exhaustive analysis, and may be subject to conflicts of interest resulting from their interaction with sales and trading which could affect the objectivity of this report. This document is non-independent research for the

purpose of the UK Financial Conduct Authority rules. For the purposes of the recast Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (2014/65/EU) (MiFID II), non-independent research constitutes a marketing communication. This

document is not investment research for the purposes of MiFID II. It has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to provide the independence of investment research, and is not subject to any

prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research.

The content in this document/communication may also contain “Research” as defined under the MiFID II unbundling rules. If the document/communication contains Research, it is intended for those firms who are either in

scope of the MiFID II unbundling rules and have signed up to one of the BNPP Global Markets Research packages, or firms that are out of scope of the MiFID II unbundling rules and therefore not required to pay for Research

under MiFID II. Please note that it is your firm’s responsibility to ensure that you do not view or use the Research content in this document if your firm has not signed up to one of the BNPP Global Markets Research

packages, except where your firm is out of scope of the MiFID II unbundling rules.

Please note any reference to EU legislation or requirements herein or in the document should be read as a reference to the relevant EU legislation or requirement and/or its UK equivalent legislation or requirement, as

appropriate, where applicable, and as the context requires. For example references to “MiFID II” means Directive 2014/65/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 May 2014 on markets in financial instruments

and amending Directive 2002/92/EC and Directive 2011/61/EU. and/or such directive as implemented in UK law through the relevant UK legislation and PRA and FCA rules as may give effect to Directive 2014/65/EU, as

appropriate, where applicable, and as the context requires.
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engaged in only with Relevant Persons. Any person who is not a Relevant Person should not act or rely on this document or its content.

Securities described herein or in the document may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors.

The information and opinions contained in this document have been obtained from, or are based on, public sources believed to be reliable, but there is no guarantee of the accuracy, completeness or fitness for any particular purpose of such

information and such information may not have been independently verified by BNPP or by any person. None of BNPP, any of its subsidiary undertakings or affiliates or its members, directors, officers, agents or employees accepts any

responsibility or liability whatsoever or makes any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy and completeness of the information or any opinions based thereon and contained in this document and it should not be

relied upon as such.

This document does not constitute or form any part of any offer to sell or issue and is not a solicitation of any offer to purchase any financial instrument, nor shall it or any part of it nor the fact of its distribution form the basis of, or be relied on,

in connection with any contract or investment decision. To the extent that any transaction is subsequently entered into between the recipient and BNPP, such transaction will be entered into upon such terms as may be agreed by the parties in

the relevant documentation.

Information and opinions contained in this document are published for the information of recipients, but are not to be relied upon as authoritative or taken in substitution for the exercise of judgment by any recipient, are subject to change

without notice and not intended to provide the sole basis of any evaluation of the instruments discussed herein or in the document. In providing this document, BNPP does not offer investment, financial, legal, tax or any other type of advice to,

nor has any fiduciary duties towards, recipients. Any reference to past performance is not indicative of future performance, which may be better or worse than prior results. Any hypothetical, past performance simulations are the result of

estimates made by BNPP, as of a given moment, on the basis of parameters, market conditions, and historical data selected by BNPP, and should not be used as guidance, in any way, of future performance. To the fullest extent permitted by

law, no BNPP group company accepts any liability whatsoever (including in negligence) for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of or reliance on material contained in this document even where advised of the possibility of

such losses. All estimates and opinions included in this document are made as of the date of this document. Unless otherwise indicated in this document there is no intention to update this document.

BNPP may make a market in, or may, as principal or agent, buy or sell securities of any issuer or person mentioned in this document or derivatives thereon. Prices, yields and other similar information included in this document are included for

information purposes however numerous factors will affect market pricing at any particular time, such information may be subject to rapid change and there is no certainty that transactions could be executed at any specified price.

BNPP may have a financial interest in any issuer or person mentioned in this document, including a long or short position in their securities and/or options, futures or other derivative instruments based thereon, or vice versa. BNPP, including

its officers and employees may serve or have served as an officer, director or in an advisory capacity for any person mentioned in this document. BNPP may, from time to time, solicit, perform or have performed investment banking,

underwriting or other services (including acting as adviser, manager, underwriter or lender) within the last 12 months for any person referred to in this document. BNPP may be a party to an agreement with any person relating to the

production of this document. BNPP may to the extent permitted by law, have acted upon or used the information contained herein or in the document, or the analysis on which it was based, before the document was published. BNPP may

receive or intend to seek compensation for investment banking services in the next three months from or in relation to any person mentioned in this document. Any person mentioned in this document may have been provided with relevant

sections of this document prior to its publication in order to verify its factual accuracy.

This document is for information purposes only and there is no assurance that a transaction(s) will be entered into on such indicative terms. Any indicative price(s) contained herein or in the document have been prepared in good faith in

accordance with BNPP’s own internal models and calculation methods and/or are based on or use available price sources where considered relevant. Indicative price(s) based on different models or assumptions may yield different results.

Numerous factors may affect the price(s), which may or may not be taken into account. Therefore, these indicative price(s) may vary significantly from indicative price(s) obtained from other sources or market participants. BNPP expressly

disclaims any responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of its own internal models or calculation methods, the accuracy or reliability of any price sources used, any errors or omissions in computing or disseminating these indicative
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risk management purposes. As an investment bank with a wide range of activities, BNPP may face conflicts of interest, which are resolved under applicable legal provisions and internal guidelines. You should be aware, however, that BNPP

may engage in transactions in a manner inconsistent with the views expressed in this document, either for its own account or for the account of its clients.

This document may contain certain performance data based on back-testing, i.e. simulations of performance of a strategy, index or assets as if it had actually existed during a defined period of time. To the extent any such performance data is
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BNPP’s own internal models and other relevant sources, an analysis based on different models or assumptions may yield different results. Unlike actual performance records, simulated performance returns or scenarios may not necessarily

reflect certain market factors such as liquidity constraints, fees and transactions costs. Actual historical or back tested past performance does not constitute an indication of future results or performance.

This document is only intended to generate discussion regarding particular products and investments and is subject to change or may be discontinued. We are willing to discuss it with you on the understanding that you have sufficient

knowledge, experience and professional advice to understand and make your own independent evaluation of the merits and risk of the information and any proposed structures. The information contained herein or in the document is not and

under no circumstances is to be construed as, a prospectus, an advertisement, a public offering, an offer to sell securities described herein or in the document, or solicitation of an offer to buy securities described herein or in the document, in

Canada, the U.S. or any other province or territory nor shall it be deemed to provide investment, tax, accounting or other advice. Transactions involving the product(s) described in this document may involve a high degree of risk and the value

of such transactions may be highly volatile. Such risks include, without limitation, risk of adverse or unanticipated market developments, risk of counterparty or issuer default, risk of adverse events involving any underlying reference obligation
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Information herein or in the document is believed reliable but BNPP and its affiliates do not warrant or guarantee its completeness or accuracy. All information, terms and pricing set forth herein or in the document reflect our judgment at the
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the securities or related derivatives that are discussed herein or in the document. BNPP and its affiliates may (or may in the future) hold a position or act as a market maker in the financial instruments discussed, or act as an advisor, manager,

underwriter or lender to such issuer. In no circumstances shall BNPP or its affiliates be obliged to disclose any information that it has received on a confidential basis or to disclose the existence thereof.

The information presented herein or in the document does not comprise a prospectus of securities for the purposes of EU Regulation (EU) 2017/1129 (as amended from time to time).

This document was produced by a BNPP group company. This document is for the use of intended recipients and may not be reproduced (in whole or in part) or delivered or transmitted to any other person without the prior written consent of
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES by producers and disseminators of investment recommendations for the purposes of the Market Abuse Regulation:

Although the disclosures provided herein or in the document have been prepared on the basis of information we believe to be accurate, we do not guarantee the accuracy, completeness or reasonableness of any such disclosures. The

disclosures provided herein or in the document have been prepared in good faith and are based on internal calculations, which may include, without limitation, rounding and approximations.

BNPP and/or its affiliates may be a market maker or liquidity provider in financial instruments of the issuer mentioned in the recommendation.

BNPP and/or its affiliates may provide such services as described in Sections A and B of Annex I of MiFID II (Directive 2014/65/EU), to the Issuer to which this investment recommendation relates. However, BNPP is unable to disclose

specific relationships/agreements due to client confidentiality obligations.

Section A and B services include A. Investment services and activities: (1) Reception and transmission of orders in relation to one or more financial instruments; (2) Execution of orders on behalf of clients; (3) Dealing on own account; (4)

Portfolio management; (5) Investment advice; (6) Underwriting of financial instruments and/or placing of financial instruments on a firm commitment basis; (7) Placing of financial instruments without a firm commitment basis; (8) Operation of

an MTF; and (9) Operation of an OTF. B. Ancillary services: (1) Safekeeping and administration of financial instruments for the account of clients, including custodianship and related services such as cash/collateral management and

excluding maintaining securities accounts at the top tier level; (2) Granting credits or loans to an investor to allow him to carry out a transaction in one or more financial instruments, where the firm granting the credit or loan is involved in the

transaction; (3) Advice to undertakings on capital structure, industrial strategy and related matters and advice and services relating to mergers and the purchase of undertakings; (4) Foreign exchange services where these are connected to

the provision of investment services; (5) Investment research and financial analysis or other forms of general recommendation relating to transactions in financial instruments; (6) Services related to underwriting; and (7) Investment services

and activities as well as ancillary services of the type included under Section A or B of Annex 1 related to the underlying of the derivatives included under points (5), (6), (7) and (10) of Section C (detailing the MiFID II Financial Instruments)

where these are connected to the provision of investment or ancillary services.

BNPP and/or its affiliates do not, as a matter of policy, permit pre-arrangements with issuers to produce recommendations. BNPP and/or its affiliates as a matter of policy do not permit issuers to review or see unpublished recommendations.

BNPP and/or its affiliates acknowledge the importance of conflicts of interest prevention and have established robust policies and procedures and maintain effective organisational structure to prevent and avoid conflicts of interest that could

impair the objectivity of this recommendation including, but not limited to, information barriers, personal account dealing restrictions and management of inside information.

BNPP and/or its affiliates understand the importance of protecting confidential information and maintain a “need to know” approach when dealing with any confidential information. Information barriers are a key arrangement we have in place

in this regard. Such arrangements, along with embedded policies and procedures, provide that information held in the course of carrying on one part of its business to be withheld from and not to be used in the course of carrying on another

part of its business. It is a way of managing conflicts of interest whereby the business of the bank is separated by physical and non-physical information barriers. The Control Room manages this information flow between different areas of the

bank where confidential information including inside information and proprietary information is safeguarded. There is also a conflict clearance process before getting involved in a deal or transaction.

In addition, there is a mitigation measure to manage conflicts of interest for each transaction with controls put in place to restrict the information flow, involvement of personnel and handling of client relations between each transaction in such

a way that the different interests are appropriately protected. Gifts and Entertainment policy is to monitor physical gifts, benefits and invitation to events that is in line with the firm policy and Anti-Bribery regulations. BNPP maintains several

policies with respect to conflicts of interest including our Personal Account Dealing and Outside Business Interests policies which sit alongside our general Conflicts of Interest Policy, along with several policies that the firm has in place to

prevent and avoid conflicts of interest.

The remuneration of the individual producer of the investment recommendation may be linked to trading or any other fees in relation to their global business line received by BNPP and/or affiliates.

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES by disseminators of investment recommendations for the purposes of the Market Abuse Regulation:

Where relevant, the BNPP disseminator of the investment recommendation is identified in the document/communication including information regarding the relevant competent authorities which regulate the disseminator. The name of the

individual producer within BNPP or an affiliate and the legal entity the individual producer is associated with is identified where relevant, in the document/communication. The date and time of the first dissemination of this investment

recommendation by BNPP or an affiliate is addressed where relevant, in the document/communication. Where this investment recommendation is communicated by Bloomberg chat or by email by an individual within BNPP or an affiliate, the

date and time of the dissemination by the relevant individual is contained, where relevant, in the communication by that individual disseminator.

The disseminator and producer of the investment recommendations are part of the same group, i.e. the BNPP group. The relevant Market Abuse Regulation disclosures required to be made by producers and disseminators of investment

recommendations are provided by the producer for and on behalf of the BNPP Group legal entities disseminating those recommendations and the same disclosures also apply to the disseminator.

If an investment recommendation is disseminated by an individual within BNPP or an affiliate via Bloomberg chat or email, the disseminator’s job title is available in their Bloomberg profile or bio. If an investment recommendation is

disseminated by an individual within BNPP or an affiliate via email, the individual disseminator’s job title is available in their email signature.

For further details on the basis of recommendation specific disclosures available at this link (e.g. valuations or methodologies, and the underlying assumptions, used to evaluate financial instruments or issuers, interests or conflicts that could

impair objectivity recommendations or to 12 month history of recommendations history) are available at MARKETS 360TM Portal. If you are unable to access the website please contact your BNPP representative for a copy of this document.
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